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The Essence line is the result of Silko experience and it states the 
Company’s core business with the main target of high ideas and 
solutions to obtain the elevate technological result.
Silko wishes to be near the catering operators and to assist carefully 
their needs for a huge activity from a restaurant to hotels and to 
the community. The performance is our objective and the aim is the 
customer satisfaction.

The clear and solid shaped structure, the perfect formed flat tops, the qualità 
of material and components assure full reliability and safety, lasting in the 
time. 

DURABILITY

The Essence line responds to any kind of demand and allow you to optimize 
your space in the kitchen.VERSATILITY

Higher quality in the kitchen. All details are studied and realised in order to 
simplify all cleaning operations.HYGIENE

The continuos innovation research and accuracy of all the details allows Silko 
to propose unique cooking range and the final result is the excellence. DESIGN

Fitted with new wet seal burners the 900 series assures the overall efficiency 
and lower consumption in addition to various options on burners arrangement.POWER

technology starts

the essence in the kitchen series
Chef valency
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The wide and flexible range of all the element of Essential line, 
gives you the possibility to optimize your space In the kitchen, 
In order to support all the demanding chefs.
The Essence line is the result of a fusion of style and simplicity. 
The accurate precision in each small detail gives Essence a 
unique style in his field.

hygiene
The level smooth work surface is practical 
for ease of use and also very easy to keep 
clean. Automatic water inlet/outlet solution 
on demand.

power
Wet seal burners and highly powered fitted 
to a right distance in order to allow big 
dimension pots.
Sless steel wired grids on demand.

efficiency
Maximum efficiency thanks to an inner door 
ad external formed door panel in stainless 
steel; absence of gaskets and so the best 
easy cleaning and lower maintanance.

Technical back area for 
the connections.
Availibility for a bridge 
structure.

series
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Meat gridsFish grids

Fry-tops grids on this exceptional 900 serie have no 
limits in cooking applications, meat, fish, vegetables, 
all wonderfully cooked.

‘Full taste’ results.

Fry-top
Smooth, ribbed/smooth, ribbed plates with high 
thickness and levelled with the top surface, allow an 
even temperature and at high thermic performance.

Removable and overturnable grids

Grids
A perfect way to grill your food: in these way your dishes 
are more digestible and healthy. The evaporation of 
water inside the tank give you the possibility to cook by 
increasing heating factor.

series
the essence in the kitchen
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A perfect cooking island for our Chefs, a solid and dynamic solution.
Valuable power. The Essence, thanks to the levelled top, reduces the 
efforts in moving pots, pans, etc. and the safety of cookers operations 
is assured, too. The top cooking elements are fixed on a stainless steel 
tubular structure and finally the same can be covered with suitable 
stainless steel panels in order to give the best aesthetic aspect.

The top elements of the 
Essence are hold from a 
st/steel structure or by 
st/steel panels. 

knob
Distinctive design and ease to use.

Levelled top surface
The standard thickness in 20/10 stainless steel, dropped and levelled is the 
perfect unique strong surface in orderto to move around the cooking pans, kettles.

series Cantilever solution
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The Essence gas and electric fryers have the integrated cuves with the 
top, formed cuve at wide radius.
Such solution allows a longer life of the cooking oil ad assures the real 
high frying result for fishes, vegetables and chips.

Frying thoroughly.

Fryers
Available in gas and electrical supply. The fryer’s cuves are ease to clean thanks 
to the heaters rotation, for the electric versions; on the gas fryers the burners are 
out of the cuve.
Large cold zone on the cuve lower part has been created just to keep the oil 
integrity.
On demand,The Essence 900 fryers can be supplied in the electronic version, 
with melting cycle and so the adeguate use of fat.

Pasta cookers
Practical and reliable machine, built in a formed cuve with a 
starch expansion zone.
The Essence 900 pasta cooker is equipped with a rapid 
water load system; a safety pressostat prevents heating 
function in water absence in the cuve.

series
the essence in the kitchen
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gas ranges

gas and electric ranges

glassceramic and 
induction cookers

pasta cookers
gas and electric

gas solid tops
fry-top
gas and electric

fryers 
gas and electric

grids bratt pans 
gas and electric

electric solid tops
boiling pans
gas and electric

reduced 
brattpans

bain-marie 
element

neutral 
elements

drawers peculiarity

With the huge range of products and models, 
the Essence may count on the solid ‘stainless 
steel staff’, answering to any demand and 
application and able to give the added value 
in the catering sector.
 

as a whole kitchenseries 
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The Essence has been awarded from your choice: a kitchen studied 
to give to the hand user a complete  range of products with a height 
reliability. Just to be nearer to the Chef increasing demands, Silko offers its 

tested experience for projects when it is needed proposals as cooking 
central island with hygienic top and more.
Silko strongly wishes to satisfy You and gain Your’s confidence with 
the main objective to carry out Your Unique Kitchen.

Here after the main reason why to choose 
the Essence in the kitchen.

Cooking range made to measure

Open one's eyes,
to enter in a working place equipped with Essence, gives you a 
complete satisfaction, particularly during your working hours.

First of all
the Essence resumes all what is requested from a real Chef in a 
kitchen because the whole line improves the performances and 
give a real effort to the best results.

Then,
because The Essence is the real careful and solid choice, reliable 
and safe and it is beyond comparison.

Supporting the advantages
a professional staff, to grant delivery time flexibility, prompt and 
efficient aftersale assistance, just to offer the added value to our 
products.

Finally
the Essence is the real ingredient in a unique kitchen cause to 
the several quality factors that may appoint a professional chef 
as the cooker’s great man.

technology starts

series
the essence in the kitchen
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www.silko.it
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